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THOR HAN

Hope / Reptilian manipulation / 

Thor Han: Do not lose hope, that things will be alright. We have told you that there will be a
period of  confusion and this  is  just  starting,  do not  lose hope and focus on the future you
manifest, this is my message. We are doing our best to support you and help everything to be
alright, and the obstacles out of the way, we are working hard, we are supporting you. Believe in
yourselves, do not let confusion reach out to you because this is what is at the moment for you,
and you will see, you will be well, this is what I can say, not more.

Q: Several people are  seeing reptilians  coming to them to tell them that there are very
few draconians that are bad. I bring it up because of a concern that some people are
being manipulated to believe.
Thor  Han: This  is  very  important  and  this  is  happening  more  and  more,  they  are  trying
everything because they are losing, they are being cast away, and they are leaving, so they are
trying everything they can to hook at Terrans, and souls as well who come from other worlds.
They try to manipulate and deceive, they are very well skilled in shapeshifting, and they are very
well skilled at deceiving. This is the same attitude they have, hiding who they are, hiding their
identity and their true nature. This is very important, you are absolutely right, and you must be
careful, any reptilian who is saying that they are all in fact very good and very nice and few of
them are malevolent, this is manipulation. They try everything they can, they will tell you lies,
they will tell you that the federation is bad, or they will tell you that ships are going to come and
land,  this is manipulation,  do not listen anything that is said by a reptilian.  There are many
different species of reptilians on all many worlds in this galaxy, but concerning Earth, these ones
are not your friends, this is what I can say.

Q:  Spiritual  people  are  very  trusting  people,  they  see  somebody  that  comes  in  and
shows love, they trust it.
Thor Han: They know the place in your brain they can activate. Also, stop anything that ties you
down into lower vibration and makes you vulnerable to lower entities; substances altering your
vibrations, tobacco doesn't but drugs that alter the mind, they do. Pleasing yourselves physically
generates very attractive energy frequencies which are on the same base as the lower entities
who can  hook at you,  and they want more and they feed from you,  they want  you to do it
regularly  and  more  and  more  often  because  they  will  feed  off  your  energy.  Here  come
addictions.  Sexual energies must be shared with love energy,  when it  is shared with love it
becomes something absolutely nourishing, high vibrational and beautiful. Done on its own it is
very attractive to bad entities, it is a choice, this is dangerous.


